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Presentation
Moderator: Good morning. Thank you for taking the time to participate in today’s presentation.
Welcome to the briefing on our financial results for Q3 of the fiscal year between March and November 2021.
The financial figures were announced last Friday.
Mr. Shimoji, the President, will open the event with his 30-minute presentation on the financial results and
Company’s plan for working with its Mid-term Management Plan, using the presentation material. Then, we
will move on to a question-and-answer session.
First, I would like to bring your attention to the presentation material as Mr. Shimoji describes the summary
of the financial results for Q3.

Shimoji: Good morning, everyone. Let me brief you on TSI Holdings Co., Ltd.’s financial results for Q3 of the
fiscal year ending February 28, 2022. I would appreciate your attention.
Here is today’s agenda. I will discuss these topics today.
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Let me begin with the impact of COVID-19 on the market and the state of our business during Q3.
Q3 got off to a tough start due to the impact of the fifth wave of COVID-19; however, after late September,
the infection rate temporarily ceased. We reduced the number of either closed or limited-hour stores. By
November, store operation hours returned to 97% of that in normal time. Gradually the business performance
of our physical stores recovered.
I believe we managed to achieve good results for Q3. I will come back to this topic in a moment.
On the other hand, the coronavirus pandemic is rapidly rising again, spreading at a rate of more than 10,000
people a day. To survive this sixth wave of COVID-19, we will continue to maintain a firm grip on the current
extraordinary operation structure.
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Please see our financial results for Q3 of the fiscal year ending February 28, 2022.
These are the non-consolidated financial highlights for Q3. In Q3, net sales were JPY39.16 billion, operating
profit was JPY4.04 billion, and profit was JPY3.57 billion.
Net sales fell short of the last year's results, down JPY1.78 billion, due to the impact of the fifth wave of COVID19 that continued until September, and due to the strategic restraint on discount sales. However, our existing
businesses, excluding the businesses we withdrew in the last fiscal year, achieved a 101.4% performance, and
operating profit improved significantly to JPY1.84 billion, thanks to improved gross profit and reduced SG&A
expenses.
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Here are the highlights of the cumulative first 3 quarters.
Cumulative net sales for the first 3 quarters were JPY103.91 billion, operating profit was JPY5.18 billion, and
cumulative profit for the first 3 quarters was JPY5.46 billion. We gained a significant operating profit,
compared to the same quarter last year, as well as the same quarter 2 years ago.
We maintained our focus on offense-and-defense tactics in our operation with a high alert on the market and
economic trends; therefore, we were able to achieve higher profits in the first 9 months compared to the
same quarter of the pre-pandemic year.
While keeping a close watch on the spread of the Omicron variant, we will continue to manage our business
and financial investment with both accelerator and brake, to compose a careful business approach.
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Gross profit and SG&A expenses for Q3 are as follows.
Cumulative gross profit for the first 3 quarters improved to JPY57.99 billion Cumulative gross profit rate rose
to 55.8%. Inventory has shrunk to 95.1% of the same quarter last year, or 78.8% compared to the same quarter
2 years ago. We are improving inventory valuation loss. I believe that restrictions in discount sales
transformed our organization into a lean, higher-value-added business structure. As a result, gross profit
improved by JPY11.2 billion compared to the same quarter of the last fiscal year.
Cumulative SG&A expenses for the fiscal year totaled JPY52.81 billion, SG & A ratio was down to 50.8% from
56.6% in the same quarter of the last fiscal year. Despite the recovery in sales, we continued to withhold the
same reduced standards we employed in the last fiscal year, in the area of expenses such as employee salary
review, bonuses, mortgage and compensations for missing work, workflow reviews of stores and
headquarters employees, change in logistics partners, and improvements in transportation fees.
It translates to JPY2.2 billion in savings compared to the same quarter last year, or JPY13.8 billion compared
to the same quarter 2 years ago, which is a significant improvement. The SG&A ratio improved by 5.8%
compared to the same quarter of the last fiscal year.
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The following is a report on the cumulative operating profit for Q3.
Despite the coronavirus pandemic, we were able to achieve the highest operating profit ever by the end of
Q3 of the fiscal year. I would like to express my gratitude to all those who made this possible.
Please turn your attention to the figure on the right. The profitability in H1 of the current fiscal year, JPY1.13
billion is marked in the far-right corner. It grew in H2 through Q3 to JPY4.05 billion, which totals to JPY5.18
billion. This is the result of a drastic review of our profit structure, which was heavily weighted toward H2. We
focused on improving profitability in H1.
Here is the reason why: Our overall profit structure was transformed by an expansion of business in golf,
street, and athleisure brands, which bring in high profits during the spring and summer seasons.
In addition, we have been investing in-store operations while assessing the high profitability of these golf and
street businesses. I am pleased to announce that the new store launch was overall a positive experience
despite the impact of the coronavirus pandemic.
EBITDA was JPY8.12 billion, and the EBITDA ratio was 7.8%, which is a very strong figure, and I would like to
report that the core of our business is improving.
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These are the factors that impacted a cumulative profit for the current fiscal year.
First, cumulative operating profit for Q3 was JPY5.18 billion. Ordinary profit was JPY6.23 billion, including
JPY1.48 billion in dividend income and real estate income, and profit before income taxes was JPY1.56 billion,
including gains on sales of securities and fixed assets.
A loss from a temporary closure during the coronavirus pandemic accounts for negative JPY1.5 billion. The
profit was JPY5.46 billion, and a profit margin was 5.3% for Q3.
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The following report shows a trend in cumulative sales results by channel.
Under the impact of the pandemic, we found ourselves prioritizing profitability over sales volume. While
earnings are improving, we understand that there is still some room for future growth in the sales volume.
In the department store and non-department store sectors, the speed of recovery was 109% compared to the
same quarter last year, which is somewhat sluggish compared to the same quarter 2 years ago. Restriction on
discount sales on partner e-commerce sites helped to improve profitability; however, e-commerce sales were
caught in a temporary lull at 98% of the same quarter last year.
This stagnation is partially due to some disruptions in the overseas supply chain. I will go deeper on this topic
later, but TACTICS in the U.S. was the driving force of overseas sales, and we were able to maintain strong
results with sales of 123.8% compared to the same quarter 2 years ago, and 125.7% compared to the same
quarter last year.
We are not satisfied with the results of the overall sales. Even in this severe pandemic environment, for the
sake of our customers who love TSI products, we plan on continuing our efforts to develop new products,
create new services, and deliver fresh surprises to the market.
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Operating profit and revenue structure by segment for Q3 are reported here.
As I have already mentioned, golf and street fashion continue to perform well in the domestic market.
We have embarked on a drastic structural reform of NANO UNIVERSE and NATURAL BEAUTY BASIC, our 2
main brands that had been struggling so far. The resulting numbers for the unconsolidated Q3 exceeded both
the same quarter last year and that of 2 years ago. We assess that we are on the way to a gradual but steady
improvement.
In addition, womenswear brands are trending favorably, due to the early introduction of the e-commerce
model, which is a part of our shift in the business structure with an elevated focus on OMO. In particular, the
business operation of ARPEGE and other brands, and the business operation of brands like PROPORTION BODY
DRESSING and FREE’S MART that is targeting the younger generation, are showing strong comebacks.
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I would like to move on to the e-commerce sales results.
The domestic e-commerce conversion rate was 33.9%, up 10% from 2 years ago. We withdrew some of the
brands from the business, which led to a plateau of sales growth rate with net sales at 98% compared to the
same quarter last year. Regarding the ratio of domestic in-house e-commerce, sales grew to 47%, up 16% over
the past 2 years. Net sales have expanded to 172% for the same quarter 2 years ago, maintaining high
profitability and growth potential.
Overseas e-commerce sales were 108.5% of last year's level.
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I would like to report on the impact of supply chain disruptions on our earnings during September and
November.
Q3 turned out to be the most confusing quarter for our business. Although the overall impact on our business
was minor, the situation will continue to warrant close monitoring.
TSI’s key production sites are in Asia and Southeast Asia. We faced a combination of problems including plant
closures due to the recurrence of COVID-19 infections, energy shortages, and limited port processing capacity.
All of these led to confusion of our supply chain, delays in delivery, cancellation of manufacturing, for example.
STARJOINUS was among the first to take a hit. This is 1 of the brands that receive production allocation from
our global companies. As shown in the table, the growth rate was 150% or higher in Q1, and 120% or higher
in Q2. In Q3, though, it was 110%, which is still a high growth rate; however, it could have been higher if there
had been no disruption in the supply chain.
The total sales reached 135% compared to the same quarter last year for H1, but then it declined in the latter
half. This proves even a slight confusion in the supply chain could affect our business model.
In the future, we aim to raise the alarm when we have to respond to a similar situation and to reduce
production lead time and production lots as a part of supply chain reform for brands like SPA.
We will also need to consider domestic plant utilization while taking into account the foreign exchange risk
caused by a weak yen. In addition, we aim to implement risk diversification through local currency payment
terms.
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The following is a report on street fashion, which has been performing well in Q3.
HUF JAPAN has been making great strides. With an e-commerce strategy at the core, this brand is continuing
to make a steady growth despite the coronavirus pandemic.
The chart shows that in the non-consolidated Q3, sales from both physical store and e-commerce channels
are strong. Sales in the e-commerce channel were 108% in the fiscal quarter ending February 2020, and have
grown significantly to 274.7% in the fiscal quarter ending February 2022.
The total annual sales of HUF JAPAN were JPY1 billion last year. This year we are targeting JPY2 billion, as we
have such a sound brand and market.
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These are the topics for Q3.
I would like to note the golf fashion category, which is doing well in Q3. In addition to the development of
new products, the entire company is actively engaged in spreading the word about news and events that
excite our client base. I sense that the buzz is creating a flow of customers who have positive feedback about
what we do.
As a result, in the golf fashion category, as shown in the table, sales in Q3 were JPY4.65 billion for the fiscal
year ending February 2020, and JPY7.23 billion for the same quarter 2022, or a 118.9% increase over the last
fiscal year. We believe that we are gaining support from our base.
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In Q3, NANO UNIVERSE came back with sound results. The result of our structural reforms became apparent
in this quarter.
The non-consolidated operating profit ratio for Q3 also increased by 4.2% compared to the last year.
Profitability is rapidly improving, with an operating profit margin of 5.2% compared to the pre-pandemic time.
We have brought in a new creative director and implemented a new workflow system to improve the quality
of all of our products and ultimately strengthen the product power. The actions we took were part of our MD
strategy, which we have been working on for a while. I believe that our efforts are gradually taking effect in
improving our products, even the damaged inventory.
In conjunction with these efforts, we are also strengthening OMO sales channels to acquire new customers.
The positive flow energized our brands. We aim to further strengthen our efforts for the growth of sales.
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I would like to share our OMO strategy for Q3.
We will achieve continuity between online and offline customer experiences. What that means is to devise a
business model that caters to the unique needs of our customers with some digital advanced companies. The
slide shows an example of NANO UNIVERSE. We incorporated the KARTE platform produced by Plaid
Corporation. Check-in is a system that provides you with a personalized experience in stores that also uses
online behavioral data.
This picture of the right side shows the digital hanger service by Kyocera Corporation, which is an in-store
customer behavior data collection service. It assesses a customer’s degree of interest in our products based
on how the customer interacts and behaves in-store, and converts statistics to data, to be used for product
recommendations. This is our new experiment to bring a readily available service on e-commerce to the instore experience.
The KARTE platform was equipped at our physical stores at Lalaport Yokohama, Lalaport Tokyo Bay, and
Lazona Kawasaki. The Kyocera's digital hanger services are scheduled to pilot run at Lazona Kawasaki.
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This example is also from the NANO UNIVERSE business. I would encourage everyone to take a look at another
one of our experiments through the product line-up, which is our attempt to capture customers’ changing
needs in lifestyle and leisure-time decisions during the pandemic.

This is our strategic brand for Q3, NATURAL BEAUTY BASIC.
We are scheduling a separate press release later today on our collaboration with a brand Wing produced by
Wacoal Holdings Corp. We will be creating a crossover of the 2 companies’ strengths, aiming to expand the
customer base and enhance product value.
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Wacoal is known for its high functioning products, quality, and development capabilities, all of which have
been cultivated over the years. We, on the other hand, can offer the power of creative design. We will begin
a collaborative project by working in tandem to create new value and to combine technical strength and
design capabilities.
Please stay tuned.

Next, I will explain the balance sheet.
In addition to strong business performance, our financial position continues to be sound due to appropriate
inventory control.
Cash and cash equivalents increased by JPY7.5 billion dues to the combination of repayment of loans and the
impact of the sale of real estate. We have been able to reduce inventories by JPY1.1 billion compared to the
same quarter last fiscal year by limiting the addition of new inventories despite the strong sales. We assess
that we maintain an adequate inventory.
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Next, I would like to report on our full-year forecast.
Sales results and future projections.
Sales recovered to a somewhat similar level compared to 2 years ago in this October, partially due to the
decrease in new infection cases of COVID-19; however, the new Omicron variant is arriving in the next wave.
We are not optimistic about the situation.
Thanks to the e-commerce channels that we put in place, we expect to achieve a sales goal of between 82%
and 85% compared to the same quarter 2 years ago. Compared to the last fiscal year, we expect to achieve a
result between 104% and 108%, which is roughly the same as our initial plan.
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We would like to report on our earnings forecast and upward revision. This information has already been
made to the public. I am just sharing the same figures here.
First, the previously announced forecast of net sales was JPY152.4 billion. The current forecast is JPY140.6
billion. The previous forecast for operating profit was JPY1.1 billion, and the current forecast is JPY2.4 billion,
an increase of JPY1.3 billion.
In terms of ordinary profit, the previous forecast was JPY1.6 billion, and the current forecast is JPY3.8 billion,
up JPY2.2 billion. In terms of profit, the previous forecast was JPY1.66 billion, and the current forecast is JPY2.3
billion, up JPY640 million.
The previous forecast for net income per share was JPY18.40. Our current forecast is JPY25.47.
For Q3 of the current fiscal year, as I have noted, operating profit has significantly improved.
However, we do not believe that the current momentum continues. In Q4, we expect some impact from the
businesses we recently closed, as well as the risk of the re-emergence of COVID-19. I believe everyone is aware
of the pandemic risk. We have made an upward revision to our previously announced full-year earnings
forecast, taking into account the results through Q3.
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Last but not least, I would like to report on our initiatives related to the SDGs and the Mid-term Management
Plan.
With regard to the SDGs agenda that TSI Holdings is working on, we have set 3 key areas to the missions we
have set for our management. We will strengthen our activities to disclose the Sustainable Report and to
obtain public certification.
Our management mission is to create business value, strengthen our management base, and contribute to
people and society. In addition to our management mission, we have established 3 new key areas to address
social issues in the areas of human beings, local communities, and the global environment, while incorporating
our policy of fashion entertainment into our activities.
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Let me introduce TSI Group's recent SDG initiatives.
The first is an ethical design proposal using digital technology. The second is to recycle, re-process, and sell
discarded products. The third project will be a clothing collection & recycling project. Fourth, reduce plastic
and reuse hangers. Fifth, while forming a capital and business alliance with ICheck Inc, we are distributing
antigen KITs to employees and taking measures against the coronavirus pandemic.
We would like to further expand on these various initiatives, so please take a look at the next page.
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This is our roadmap. Our roadmap presents TSI Holdings' SDGs challenge to become the Happiest Fashion
Company in the World.
We will continue to take on the challenge of achieving the TSI Carbon Neutral Vision 2050 and zero carbon.
Beginning in February, TSI will be a proud member of the Japan Sustainable Fashion Alliance. At the beginning
of the next fiscal year, we will announce our Mid-term Management Plan, titled TSI INNOVATION PROGRAM
2025. We will focus on fashion entertainment and the advancement of social issues. We aim to tackle the
concept of offering our creativity and hospitality in an innovative fashion to bring happiness to people and
society.
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I would like to report on the development of the Mid-term Management Plan TIP25.
We launched TIP24 in the fiscal year ending February 2021 and have been pushing reforms for 2 years. This is
the Rebuild phase on the slide. I have an impression that we have reached some conclusions in the last 2 years.
TIP24 will be updated as TIP25, a new Mid-term Management Plan for 2025, targeting Create and Leap
Forward, to create a new era of TSI.
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This is about our Mid-term Management Plan and our approach to the SDGs.
We will place the SDGs at the core of our business management. In April we will be announcing reforms that
focus on human resources, organization, and education.
For the specific agenda of the Mid-term Management Plan, number 1 is the significance, and purpose of our
existence. Number 2, existing business. Number 3, new businesses. Number 4, SDGs. Number 5, corporate
culture. We aim to announce our plan for organizational and human resources-related initiatives. Please look
forward to our announcement.
We will continue our efforts to become the Happiest Fashion Company in the World.
Thank you very much.
[END]
______________
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Disclaimer
SCRIPTS Asia reserves the right to edit or modify, at its sole discretion and at any time, the contents of this
document and any related materials, and in such case SCRIPTS Asia shall have no obligation to provide
notification of such edits or modifications to any party. This event transcript is based on sources SCRIPTS Asia
believes to be reliable, but the accuracy of this transcript is not guaranteed by us and this transcript does not
purport to be a complete or error-free statement or summary of the available data. Accordingly, SCRIPTS Asia
does not warrant, endorse or guarantee the completeness, accuracy, integrity, or timeliness of the
information contained in this event transcript. This event transcript is published solely for information
purposes, and is not to be construed as financial or other advice or as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an
offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.
In the public meetings and conference calls upon which SCRIPTS Asia’s event transcripts are based, companies
may make projections or other forward-looking statements regarding a variety of matters. Such forwardlooking statements are based upon current expectations and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results
may differ materially from those stated in any forward-looking statement based on a number of important
factors and risks, which are more specifically identified in the applicable company’s most recent public
securities filings. Although the companies may indicate and believe that the assumptions underlying the
forward-looking statements are accurate and reasonable, any of the assumptions could prove inaccurate or
incorrect and, therefore, there can be no assurance that the anticipated outcome described in any forwardlooking statements will be realized.
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN EVENT TRANSCRIPTS IS A TEXTUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE APPLICABLE
PUBLIC MEETING OR CONFERENCE CALL. ALTHOUGH SCRIPTS ASIA ENDEAVORS TO PROVIDE ACCURATE
TRANSCRIPTIONS, THERE MAY BE MATERIAL ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR INACCURACIES IN THE
TRANSCRIPTIONS. IN NO WAY DOES SCRIPTS ASIA OR THE APPLICABLE COMPANY ASSUME ANY
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER DECISIONS MADE BY ANY PARTY BASED UPON ANY EVENT
TRANSCRIPT OR OTHER CONTENT PROVIDED BY SCRIPTS ASIA. USERS ARE ADVISED TO REVIEW THE
APPLICABLE COMPANY'S PUBLIC SECURITIES FILINGS BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER
DECISIONS. THIS EVENT TRANSCRIPT IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. SCRIPTS ASIA DISCLAIMS ANY AND
ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE
ERRORS OR DEFECTS, AND ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
None of SCRIPTS Asia’s content (including event transcript content) or any part thereof may be modified,
reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the
prior written permission of SCRIPTS Asia. SCRIPTS Asia’s content may not be used for any unlawful or
unauthorized purposes.
The content of this document may be edited or revised by SCRIPTS Asia at any time without notice.
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